Your Speaking Voice

The Medium of Your Message
Your greatest tool as a speaker is your voice. Every time you address an audience your mind, your
body and your voice act as partners in the task of getting your message across to your listeners.
When you speak, your voice is the primary link between you and your listeners - it's the medium of
your message.

When you speak, your voice reflects your psychological and emotional state of mind. You can't
hope to persuade or influence others - or even get them to listen in a positive way - if your tones are
harsh, scolding and unfriendly. Such a voice can repel even when the speaker wishes to attract. The quality of friendliness is a prime requisite for a good speaking voice.
Remember - always speak with a Smile.

Characteristics of A Good Speaking Voice
One of your goals as a speaker should be to develop a voice that has the following qualities:
	It is pleasant, conveying a sense of warmth.

It is natural, reflecting your true personality and sincerity.
It is dynamic, giving the impression of force and strength - even when it isn't especially loud.
It is expressive, portraying various shades of meaning and never sounding monotonous or without emotion.
It is easily heard, thanks to proper volume and clear articulation.

Structures for Speech Production
Breathe Produces Voice -
Deep, controlled breathing is necessary for good vocal production

Spice Up Your Speaking with Vocal Variety
There are four ways in which you can spice up your speaking voice. These are:
	Pitch (Inflection)

Duration
Pause
Volume

Exercise time – Everyone stand and find a space on the wall and practice the next four exercises. 
You are on your own, nobody can hear you. Practice by speaking out aloud

Pitch (Inflection) Variety
There are five types of pitch changes you can make within words by altering the pitch

Exercise 1,
Practice the following words by using the five types of pitch changes as indicated below:

	No change in pitch  (inflection)			Johnny, hello goodbye, 			
Rising pitch (inflection)				Johnny, hello goodbye,

Lowering pitch (inflection)			Johnny, hello goodbye,			
Raising and lowering pitch (inflection)		Johnny, hello goodbye,
Lowering and raising pitch (inflection)		Johnny, hello goodbye,


Duration Variety
Duration refers to the amount of time you take to say a word. You can change the meaning and importance of words or phrases by saying them quickly or drawing them out.

Exercise 2. 
Try this while you read the following verse.

War Is Kind
Do not weep, maiden, for war is kind.
Because your lover threw wild hands toward the sky
And the affrighted steed ran on alone,
Do not weep.
War is kind.				By Stephen Crane

Pause Variety
Pauses are periods of silence between words and phrases. Their function is to separate ideas and
hold attention.

Exercise 3.
Read the following selection, and pause at each dash. 

“Let us therefore –  brace ourselves to our duties –  and so bear ourselves that –
if the British Empire and its Commonwealth last for a thousand years – men will say
“This –  was their finest hour.”		
By Winston S. Churchill


Loudness or Volume Variety
Remember to use diaphragmatic respiration to project volume. As you read the following speech by
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., interpret what words should be spoken loudly and which ones softly.

Exercise 4. 
Try this while you read the following verse
I Have A Dream I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed: We hold these truths to be self-evident that all men are created equal. 
I have a dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia the sons of former slaves and the sons of former slave owners will be able to sit down together at the table of brotherhood.
I have a dream that one day even the state of Mississippi, a state sweltering with the heat of injustice, sweltering with the heat of oppression, will be transformed into an oasis of freedom and justice.
I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character. I have a dream today!
By Martin Luther King Jr


